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Abstra t
In this paper we present three algorithms that solve three ombinatorial optimization problems related to ea h other. One of them is the patien e sorting game,
invented as a pra ti al method of sorting real de ks of ards. The se ond problem
is omputing the longest monotone in reasing subsequen e of the given sequen e of
n positive integers in the range 1; : : : ; n. The third problem is to enumerate all the
longest monotone in reasing subsequen es of the given permutation.
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Introdu tion

In this paper we onsider the following three related problems:
Longest in reasing subsequen e of permutation

permutation  of f1; 2; 3; : : : ; ng, an in
of  is a subsequen e satisfying
s1 < s2 < : : : < sk ;

. Given an arbitrary

reasing subsequen e < s1 ; s2 ; : : : ; sk >

 (s1 ) <  (s2 ) < : : : <  (sk )

The goal is to nd the longest in reasing subsequen e of a permutation .
Work by Mi haelSegal has been supported by the Pa i
i al Studies, Canada
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. Given an
arbitrary permutation  of f1; 2; 3; : : : ; ng, nd all longest in reasing subsequen es of a permutation.

Enumerating all in reasing subsequen es of permutation

. Take a de k of ards labeled 1; 2; 3; : : : ; n. The de k is
shued, ards are turned up one at a time and dealt into piles on the table,
a ording to the rule : A ard with a low index may be pla ed on a ard with
a higher index, or may be put into a new pile to the right of the existing piles.
At ea h stage we see the top ard on ea h pile. If the turned up ard is higher
than the ards showing, then it must be put into a new pile to the right of the
others.
The target of the game is to nish with as few piles as possible.
Patien e sorting

There are a lot of papers that deal with the longest in reasing subsequen es
and patien e sorting problems. The patien e sorting problem was dis overed
by Mallows [7℄ who a tually proposed it as a way for manually sorting ards.
In the same paper Mallows show that the number of piles in patien e sorting
relates to the Young tableaux that was invented by S hensted [8℄ in order
to study the length of the longest in reasing subsequen e l(). Floyd [4℄ des ribed the patien e sorting in letters between him and Knuth [6℄ who gave
an O(n log n)-time algorithm for omputing longest in reasing subsequen e
for an arbitrary sequen e of n numbers. In a very re ent paper, Aldous and
Dia onis [1℄ proved several interesting results related to this problem. In parti ular, they proved that the greedy strategy (that is, to always pla e a ard
on the leftmost possible pile) is optimal and, moreover, the number of piles
the greedy strategy ends with is equal to l(). The brute-for e approa h in
[1℄ requires O(n ) omparisons. They [1℄ pointed out that a ording to the
paper by Fredman [3℄ the algorithm to nd l() (and, thus, patien e sorting)
must perform (n log n) omparisons. Nevertheless, Hunt and Szymanski [5℄
gave an O(n log log n) runtime algorithm for omputing the longest in reasing subsequen e for a given permutation. Their algorithm a tually solves the
more general problem of omputing the longest ommon subsequen e of two
sequen es. As a result this algorithm applied to the longest in reasing subsequen e problem is rather ompli ated and requires redundant extra spa e
(although remains O(n)).
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We will present a dire t, simple algorithm with O(n log log n) runtime in order
to solve the longest in reasing subsequen e problem whi h an be used to
report all su h subsequen es in optimal time. The previous approa h [5℄ does
not allow to do this. Moreover, we show how to extend our approa h to solve
patien e sorting problem.
We present our algorithm for omputing longest in reasing subsequen e and
enumerating all the subsequen es in the next Se tion. In Se tion 3 we des ribe
how to hange this algorithm in order to solve the patien e sorting problem.
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We on lude in Se tion 4.
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Longest In reasing Subsequen e

We re all that the input of our problem is some permutation  of n numbers.
For ea h element (i), 1  i  n the algorithm omputes the length of the
longest in reasing subsequen e that ends on (i). We keep all these values in
an array L. In other words, L[(i)℄ is the length of the longest in reasing subsequen e that ends on (i). The main idea of the algorithm is to maintain a
list T su h that j -th element of this list is the smallest element of permutation
 that in reasing subsequen e of length j ends with. To implement T we use
the data stru ture invented by van Emde Boas [9℄ (see also [2℄) that allows to
maintain the sorted list of integers in the range 1; : : : ; n in O(log log n) time
per insertion and deletion.
The data stru ture T allows the following list operations:

 insert(i) - insert the number i into S ,
 delete(i) - delete the number i from S ,
 next(i) - get the su essor of i in S , if it does not exist return nil (takes

O(1) time provided i is

already inserted into S ),

 prev(i) - get the prede essor of i in S , if it does
O(1) time provided i is already inserted into S ).

not exist return nil (takes

First Stage

At the rst stage we pro eed from the left to the right of the permutation
 . Consider the moment when the i-th element  (i) is pro essed. We need to
determine the length L[(i)℄ of the longest in reasing subsequen e that ends
on (i). This length is de ned by longest in reasing subsequen e that ends on
some element of  that is smaller than (i) and has been onsidered before. In
order to do this we insert the number (i) in the list T . The length L[(i)℄ is
equal to 1 plus the length asso iated with the prede essor of (i) in the list T ,
i.e. L[(i)℄ = 1 + L[prev((i))℄. If there is no prede essor we set L[(i)℄ = 1.
If the su essor of (i) in the list T has the same asso iated length, then we
delete the su essor of (i) from T . If there is no su essor of (i) we are done
and pro eed to the next step.
Se ond Stage

At the se ond stage we have lled array L. It turns out that L ontains enough
information to onstru t the longest in reasing subsequen e of  in linear
3

time. Indeed, the length k = l() of this subsequen e l = < s ; s ; : : : ; sk > is
determined by the largest value that is stored in L. This subsequen e l satis es
the following property:
1
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L[ (s1 )℄ = 1; L[ (s2 )℄ = 2; : : : ; L[ (sk )℄ = l( ):

The index (sk ) of the ell that stores the largest value in L is equal to the last
element of the list T . We an nd it either in the list T or by simple s anning
the array L.
To nd the remaining elements of the subsequen e the algorithm goes from
the sk -th element of permutation to the rst one. As was mentioned above
j -th element of this subsequen e l is the rst index i su h that L[ (i)℄ = j .

We give below the formal des ription of the algorithm (the output is the
sequen e < s ; s ; : : : ; sl  >).
1

2

( )

Longest In reasing Subsequen e

T = ;;
First Stage
2. for i = 1 to n do
3.
m =  (i);
4.
insert(m)
5.
if prev (m) 6= nil then
6.
L[m℄ = L[prev (m)℄ + 1;
7.
else L[m℄ = 1;
8.
if next(m) 6= nil then
9.
if L[next(m)℄ == L[m℄
10.
delete(next(m));
Se ond Stage
11. k = L[1℄; index = 1;
12. for i = 2 to n do
13.
if L[i℄ > k then
14.
k = L[i℄; index = i;
15. sk = index; j = k 1;
16. for i = index to 1 do
17.
if L[ (i)℄ = j then
18.
sj = i; j = j 1;

1.

then

The algorithm above orre tly nd the longest in reasing subsequen e of a given permutation and has O(n log log n) running time.

Theorem 2.1

4

Proof. The

orre tness of the algorithm follows from the dis ussion above. The
steps 15{18 form an output sequen e < s ; s ; : : : ; sl  >.
1

2

( )

It is easy to evaluate the running time. All steps from 3 to 10 take onstant
time ex ept steps 4 and 10. Steps 4 and 10 are a omplished at most n times
spending O(log log n) time. Clearly, the se ond stage takes linear time. So the
total running time is O(n log log n).

2.1 Reporting all subsequen es

The array L obtained by the previous algorithm ontains suÆ ient information
to enumerate all longest in reasing subsequen es of .
All longest in reasing subsequen es of a given permutation an
be reported in optimal O(n + Kl( )) time and optimal O(n) spa e, where K
is the number of su h subsequen es.
Theorem 2.2

Proof. We rst des ribe our algorithm and then prove its orre tness and running time. Re all that L[(j )℄ is the length of the longest subsequen e with
 (j ) as the last element.

: Consider the indi es

Observation

L[i2 ℄ = : : : = L[im ℄. Then, the sequen

ing.

i1 < i2 < : : : < im , su h that L[i1 ℄ =
e < (i1 ); (i2); : : : ; (im) > is de reas-

For ea h element j , 1  j  n, we store two additional indi es left1 and
lef t2. They are de ned as follows. The value of lef t1(j ) is the largest index
i, su h that L[i℄ = L[j ℄, i < j . If su h i does not exist, we set left1(j ) = nil.
The value of left2(j ) is the largest index i, su h that L[i℄ = L[j ℄ 1, i < j . If
su h i does not exist, we set lef t2(j ) = nil. We an ompute all the values of
lef t1 and left2 in linear time by s anning the array L.
Our algorithm is based on a re ursive pro edure Enumerate whi h on input z
reports all longest in reasing subsequen es with z as the last element. It uses
an auxiliary array Out for storing the subsequen e whi h is urrently being
onstru ted. The array Out is lled in the reverse order. The length of this
array is equal to l(). The initial all of Enumerate is done with parameter
z =  (sk ), where index sk was omputed at the se ond stage of the previous
5

algorithm.
Reporting all subsequen es

Enumerate(sk );

Pro edure

Enumerate(z )

// Outputs all the subsequen es that ends by z.
1. if ((L[z℄ = l()) or (z < Out[L[z℄ + 1℄) then
2.
Out[L[z ℄℄ = z ; // z is the urrent element of subsequen e.
3. else return;
4. z1 = left2(z); // z1 is the prede essor of z in subsequen e.
5. if z1 = nil then
6.
print(Out); // Out is already lled.
7. else Enumerate(z1); // ontinue to ll Out.
8. while left1(z1) 6= nil do
9.
Enumerate(left1(z 1)); // start a new subsequen e.
It is easy to see that the above algorithm requires linear spa e and runs
in time O(n + Kl()), where where K is a number of the longest monotone in reasing subsequen es. To show the orre tness we observe that in fa t
our algorithm simulates the depth rst sear h strategy. During ea h step of
our algorithm we know the tail of the urrent longest subsequen e, namely
Out[L[z ℄℄; Out[L[z ℄ + 1℄; : : : ; Out[l( )℄. The algorithm tries to in rease the tail
of the urrent subsequen e by looking on all possible values for the (L[z℄ 1)-th
position. Our observation above provides an eÆ ient way to nd these values
using pointers lef t1 and left2, utting the sear h at line 1.

3

Patien e Sorting

A permutation  of f1; 2; 3; : : : ; ng an be identi ed with an arrangement of
n- ard de k, by spe ifying that  (i) is the index of the ard at position i. The
algorithm of Aldous and Dia onis [1℄ applied the following greedy strategy: a
ard is always pla ed on the leftmost possible pile.
Let P be an array that stores the top ards of piles. To store information
about the ards in piles we use an array ards of length n de ned as follows:
ards[i℄ is the index of the ard that lies below the ard with index i. Let S be
the data stru ture of van Emde Boas [9℄ that represents the list of top ards.
Consider the moment when the i-th ard with index (i) is turned up. Note
that the top ards in the piles form an in reasing sequen e of integers. We
need to nd the leftmost pile with a top ard whose index j is greater than
6

 (i).

In order to do this we insert the number (i) in the list S of top ards.
The number j is the su essor of (i) in the list S after the insertion of (i).
To re e t the pla ement of (i) on j , we set ards[(i)℄ = j and delete j
from S . Eventually, we ll an array P using list S . We give below the formal
des ription of the algorithm.
Patien e sorting

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Theorem 3.1

running time.

= ;;
for i = 1 to n do
P [i℄ = ard[i℄ = 0;
for i = 1 to n do
k =  (i);
insert(k);
j = next(k);
if j 6= nil then
ard[k℄ = j ;
delete(j );
k = i = 1;
while k 6= nil do
P [i℄ = k; k = next(k);
S

i = i + 1;

The algorithm of patien e sorting is orre t and has O(n log log n)

The algorithm uses the orre t greedy approa h [1℄. The Steps 11{13
form an output array P ontaining the top ards that are stored in S . Note
that the rst element of the list S is 1.

Proof.

Consider the running time of the algorithm. All steps ex ept steps 6 and 10
take linear time. Steps 6 and 10 are performed at most n times spending
O(log log n) time whi h leads to the total O(n log log n) running time.

4

Con lusions

In this paper we investigated three related problems and we developed eÆ ient
algorithms for solving them. The key idea of the algorithms is based on using
van Emde Boas [9℄ data stru ture for operations on permutations. We expe t
that the same te hnique an be used in order to solve the other permutation
problems.
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